TOOL

WHAT?

WHY?
HOW?

Timeline

You create a timeline (together with the community) which specifies community-related aspects
(engagement over time), technological and physical developments, as well as the activities that
the cVPP enables provides a further clarification of what the cVPP and the process of developing
this cVPP could look like for this specific community.
It will contribute to a more concrete picture of the process towards the cVPP.

Timeline template
This tool is used in step 6 of the backcasting process.
Fill the timeline in in the template or draw it on a large sheet of paper.
The example on the next page shows how the timeline could be filled in.

TOOL

Example of a Timeline

2020-2024

2025-2027

2028-2030

Technology
Energy monitoring and EMS

Expansion EMS

Smart meters

EV shared mobility, smart charging
poles
Hybrid Heatpumps

PV households, schools

Collective Heatpumps

Hydrogen?

From awareness to active participation; building an energy community;
neighbours as ambassadors. Active
members in generation, sharing ,
monitoring and management of
renewable energy.

Energietransition by and for citizens.
Sharing lesons for replication in other
neighbouring communities.
A systemic yet bottum-up approach.

Professionalisation, democratic structure; energy citizenship; colloboration
with rescoops; lobby..

Grown-up organisators, model for
starting citizen initiatives

Electric shared-mobility: RE generation; collective self-consumption; sustainable heat.

Balancing; collective self-consumption;
selling surplus

Residual heat from hospital

Community
Learning together
Awareness building: community building hand in hand with awareness
building, school projects with energy
monitoring, recruiting ambassadors;
energy parties

Organisation
Towards 3 fte paid staff;
participation EU projects;
colloboration similar projects

Activities
Energy monitoring at the schools; PV
collectively; test with collective selfconsumption and Peer-to-peer.

First period
(e.g. 2020-2024)

Technology

Community

Organisation

Activities

Second period
(e.g. 2025-2027)

Third period
(e.g. 2028-2030)

TOOL

First period
(e.g. 2020-2024)

Technology

Comunity

Organisation

Activities

Timeline

Period 1:
o Which question needs to be addressed in this period?
o Why is this question important?
o What and whom do you need to answer this question?

